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PERSONAL INFORMATION Annam Lodhi 

House #17, Street 34/40, F7/1, 460000 Islamabad (Pakistan) 

00923223218383    

annamklodhi@gmail.com 

www.annamlodhi.com https://www.linkedin.com/in/annam-lodhi-a2435676/ 

Skype annam.lodhi  

Sex Female | Date of birth 31/05/1992 | Nationality Pakistani 

WORK EXPERIENCE

1 Jul 2019–Present Islamabad Correspondent
Soch (Writing), Islamabad (Pakistan) 

1 Mar 2019–1 Jun 2019 Freelance Feature Writer
TechJuice, Islamabad (Pakistan) 

Profiling the leaders of the world of tech

4 Dec 2018–1 Mar 2019 Reporter
Media Matters for Democracy, Islamabad (Pakistan) 

Producing long-form stories with the help of official data

10 Jun 2017–1 Sep 2018 Assistant, Editorial Research
The Coalition of Women In Journalism, New York (United States) 

• Social Media management
• Correspondence between chapters
• Research
• Making noise for the rights of women journalists of the world
 

1 Feb 2016–1 Sep 2018 Remote Contributor and Show Host
Parhlo, Karachi (Pakistan) 

• Write listicles on women related issues
• Building narrative and talking about women rights in Pakistan (Sexual harassment, rape etc)
• Stirring a conversation about the taboos
• Engaging with the readers and keeping track of feedback
• Live videos about travel for their social media (Desi In Pardes Season 3 from USA)

1 Jan 2017–Present Freelance Writer
Dawn.com, Karachi (Pakistan) 

1 Jan 2016–1 Feb 2018 Freelance Writer
The Friday Times, Lahore (Pakistan) 

• Write articles on current affairs with analysis
• Write lifestyle features/ profiles / interviews
• Work closely with the editors
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1 Sep 2015–1 Oct 2016 Sub-Editor and Reporter
Pakistan Today, Lahore (Pakistan) 

Writing
• Develop articles, blogs and stories relevant to the target audience
• Working long shifts
• Sticking to deadlines and finding out hidden aspects of assigned stories in shortest time possible
• Working closely with the news team, photographers, editors and page makers
• Staying up-to-date with the best practices in writing
• Writing fact-filled content, which is engaging and in an active tone

Editing
• Producing a concise and accurate copy according to the newspaper's style
• Rewrite, paraphrase or write content from scratch
• Developing infographics for essential stories while working with the graphics department
• Adding headlines and subheadings to stories, making the stories reader-friendly, improving the flow 
and structure of the story

Interviewing/Profiling
• Discussing potential ideas with the Editor
• Setting up meetings with interviewee,
sending them to pre-set questionnaires
• Recording interviews at the meetings, with consent along with the use of shorthand or technical 
equipment to ensure accuracy
• Interviewing, profiling people on a range of different subjects under various circumstances

Reporting
• Being vigilant and keeping track of stories via contacts, press releases, and other mediums
• Sending news in real time
• Verifies accuracy of questionable facts
• Building source relations with government officials and the common man
• Covering news on the ground, by going to events or issue prone areas.

Social Media
• Creating and uploading news content for the website and social media handles.
• Monitor social media channels and conducted social listening
• Manage social media presence
• Attending press conferences, events, and other gatherings and real-time news reporting on social 
platforms

1 Nov 2015–1 Mar 2016 Contributor
KhabarFeed, Lahore (Pakistan) 

• Write fresh articles based on research for the youth of Pakistan
• Add aesthetics with pictures and gifs to pieces
• SEO management
• Listicles for easy breezy reading
• Responding to comments/ feedback, engage with readers

1 Sep 2014–1 May 2015 Content Writer and Social Media Manger
Channel24 (C24), Lahore (Pakistan) 

• Daily news writing on the website
• Proofing & editing
• Handling social media platforms
• Checking for missing
• Using graphics for social media pages and rejuvenating the pages
• Analytics management
• Liaison between different departments of the channels and social media
• Making daily reports

1 Jan 2013–1 Feb 2014 Writer and Social Media Manger
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Laaltain, Lahore (Pakistan) 

• Edit content
• Write articles, news, and blogs, feature
• Inventory
• Social Media management
• Research
• Collect data from contributors
• Plan for the next edition 

 

1 Jun 2013–1 Jul 2013 Sports journalist
Gulf News, Dubai (United Arab Emirates) 

• Edit daily wires/ press releases
• Check for missing
• Write articles, news, and blogs
• Research

Plan for the next edition

By Line in Gulf News: http://gulfnews.com/sport/cricket/nazir-inspires-lions-to-indoor-victory-
1.1207129 

EDUCATION AND TRAINING

26 Sep 2011–30 Jan 2016 Bachelor of Mass Communication
University of South Asia, Lahore (Pakistan) 

PERSONAL SKILLS

Mother tongue(s) Urdu

Foreign language(s) UNDERSTANDING SPEAKING WRITING

Listening Reading Spoken interaction Spoken production

English C1 C2 B2 C1 C1

Levels: A1 and A2: Basic user - B1 and B2: Independent user - C1 and C2: Proficient user
Common European Framework of Reference for Languages 

Digital skills SELF-ASSESSMENT

Information
processing

Communication
Content
creation

Safety
Problem-
solving

Independent user Proficient user Proficient user Independent user Independent user

Digital skills - Self-assessment grid 
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Motivational Letter by Annam Lodhi 

 

 

Digital and data journalism is steadily being explored in Pakistan’s journalistic landscape but 

advanced techniques are hardly being taught. As the practice picks up, the need for advanced 

digital knowledge has become essential. When I joined Media Matters for Democracy, a media 

advocacy group located in the Pakistan’s capital, back in 2017), my editor introduced me to 

digital and data journalism. To produce factual articles with human stories, infographics and 

other elements as aesthetical aids.  

 

As I looked into data stories, I realised how important digitization is and how digital media 

shapes our narratives.  

Since 2017, I have been exploring the various narratives found on social media and closly 

examining the incel movement in Pakistan. Which is actually a branch of the Pakistan’s rampant 

online toxic masculinity.  

  

At my current organization, Soch, (the Urdu word for thought, or reflection) a multilingual news 

community-based in Pakistan - we work on slow-paced journalism and appeal to our audiences 

because we use engaging visual elements in our stories. Even though digital journalism is a slow-

growing genre in Pakistan, slow-paced journalism is picking up and I would like to invest my 

newfound skills, time and energy to further aid Soch's vision, where I will re-join once I am 

back. 

 

The programme will assist me in acquiring and polish my skills. Modules like; Digital 

Innovation Leadership, Internet Censorship, Control and Governance and the industry placement 

will help me only better my understanding of the digital world but also improve my skills to 

work on my thesis. 

 

I would like to explore and identify how social media spaces, are affecting behaviour - especially 

how women are being affected by growing technology. This research would be an extension on 

my piece about incel’s in Pakistan's digital space. Since then I have been exploring the 

https://www.techjuice.pk/dank-memes-the-rise-of-social-media-incel-groups-in-pakistans-digital-space/
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phenomena in detail. Are we seeing a rise in the online incel culture in Pakistan or is it a form of 

toxic masculinity inculcated into the Millenials and Gen Z? 

 

These groups operate via private groups on Facebook where they discuss and plan their 

activities.  

 

 The term “raid” is a Gen Z term, which I came across during my investigation. It essentially 

means, to go to a person’s profile as a group, of hundreds, and bombard their opinion with a 

counter-narrative.  

  

 

For example, if a tweet is made which this group dislikes they would retweet is numerous times 

with similar text countering the argument and also replying to the tweet with slurs, 

misinformation, fake news, etc 

 

As a student of this behaviour, I wouldn’t want to just call them trolls or incels. Though these 

groups have traits associated with incels, trolls and misogynists. They have other traits which 

need to be classified. A new term, which could define all of these behaviours, collectively, needs 

to be coined.  

 

I plan to quantitate the data from targeted subjects, analyse screenshots and behaviour of such 

groups. There are certain patterns I have been able to identify. For example, they gather during 

public holidays or before a major feminist event like Pakistan’s Aurat March or when a #MeToo 

case is exposed online.  

 

I will particularly be focusing on their timing, language used during such raids, what triggers 

such spamming, the age groups and what social media handles are doing to protect its users. 

 

I also wish to use my new found skills to write and produce more human-centric stories and use 

my pieces to promote good governance in the country.  
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I hope I can turn around pieces on technology and the digital age that would force the big guns of 

the tech world, like Facebook, Google and more, to focus on Pakistan as a growing digital 

economy. 

 

In April 2018, I was invited to Szabist University in Dubai, UAE, to present a short lecture on 

data journalism and stories I did for Media Matters for Democracy, a non-profit media advocacy 

organization. The students, mostly South Asian, were intrigued to learn about this new form of 

journalism and how it is a growing beat. We went through various published data articles and 

discussed how data, videos, graphics all support the aesthetics of such stories and of course, why 

digital journalism is the future. The fruitful practice made me recognise that good journalistic 

techniques need to be spread and taught to students in universities.  

 

Hence, once I am done with my degree, I would like to share my knowledge with university 

students. This I plan to do so by preparing guest lectures and conducting a series of workshops. I 

would like to start with the University of South Asia, where I completed my undergraduate from, 

the administration has shown a keen interest in hosting me for a while. I would like to avail the 

opportunity once I am back.  

 

I would also use the platforms provided by Media Matters for Democracy to conduct workshops 

for students and journalists alike. 

 

I would also keenly use social media platforms, like Facebook and Twitter for live sessions, to 

share journalistic practices. These platforms make it easier to access and engage with a larger 

audience and also allow for real-time feedback and discourse. 

 

Currently, I help fellow and aspiring journalists with their work; we brainstorm ideas, sometimes 

I assist with editing their stories and giving them feedback on their work upon request. I 

religiously use social media platforms, especially Facebook and WhatsApp so that I am easily 

accessible to people who would like to pick my brains. I wish to continue doing so while I am 

studying and when I’m back. 
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Letter of Recommendation 

My most vivid memory about Annam revolves around a terrorist attack that took place in Lahore 

in 2016. At that time, she was operating as a reporter under my supervision. The attack took 

place in a local park on Easter Sunday, killing 75 and injuring more than 300 people – most of 

them women and children. From the aftermath of the suicide attack a few hours later, to the 

situation in the hospital, nothing seemed to impede Annam’s ability to get the facts she needed 

for the stories she had to file.  

 

When she sets her mind to something, the harshness of her task and surroundings does not do 

much to stop her. With time she has grown as a strong digital journalist, doing stories that matter 

– often stories that many of us do not think of. Her emphasis on the human side of stories 

coupled with her inclusion of hard data and facts add true substance to her work.  

 

I would recommend her for more or less any program that she applies for simply for the reason 

that I know she will take whatever she learns and truly apply it with the work that she does. She 

has the ability to not only think on her feet but also evolve with the training she receives – I’ve 

experienced this first hand.  

 

If she is given the space to acquire serious training on a DC Lead program, I fully expect that she 

will be able to bring back to Pakistan genuinely useful tricks of the trade. The media industry 

itself has hit a boiling point in Pakistan. Journalists are facing extremely pressure not just 

because of censorship but because there is a genuine issue with our media catching up with the 

trends. Digital first isn’t just a myth anymore as we have seen in the case of bigwigs like the 

Guardian. People like Annam will be the changemakers in the coming times because they will be 

the ones pushing Digital Journalism forward towards its rightful place.  

 

The fact that she is a female reporter only makes her more suitable for any program. Pakistan’s 

narratives are predominantly handled by men and are more or less packaged for men. There is a 

dire need for more women in the field and the only way to close the gap is to make sure that they 
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stay in the field that they have chosen. Annam has over the years built a style that is only her 

own. She finds stories that provide the kind of balance and neutrality that is needed for Pakistan.  

 

Annam will also be able to essentially teach what she knows to others. Her career path has 

included work in a support network for women journalists and I very often see her acting as a 

supportive mentor to newcomers in the field. She has not had much training in terms of 

becoming a mentor, but a program such as this could equip her with the relevant skills.  

Given the chance, I believe that she will polish her existing skills and bring back a wealth of 

knowledge with her. Unlike some other reporters, I see her putting said knowledge to good use in 

the field and doing a better job when it comes to producing work of substance. 

 

Sincerely,  

Luavut Zahid 

Global Coordinator  

The Coalition of Women in Journalism  

luavut@womeninjournalism.org 
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Letter of Recommendation 

 

It makes me extremely proud to recommend Annam Lodhi for The Master in Digital 

Communication Leadership (DCLead) scholarship to pursue her master’s in journalism. I was 

asked to write in the capacity of her former moderator/ lecturer during her bachelor’s program in 

the University of South Asia, Lahore. 

Annam, part from being highly intelligent young female, is insightful, zealous and dedicated to 

the art of journalistic writing and especially digital journalism. She joined the university in hopes 

for a better career options. She has transformed herself from a teenager to a young woman who 

was already excelling in her field of reporting, now multimedia and data journalism, while still 

completing her bachelor’s degree. 

Annam has since grown in learning, in character, in depth of understanding her surroundings and 

thus settled tremendously in the conditions of Pakistan.  

Having been born and brought up in the UAE, one would think she would have had a hard time 

adjusting to the environment of Pakistan. However, in no time, she was part of the society, 

seeking truth in each and every area of life, discussing politics, women rights among other things 

that inspired her, or relating to her fellow students and teachers.  

Because of her positive nature, her contemplative way of operating in all situations, and above 

all of the adventurous traits makes her a special, well to do journalist today. Annam’s questions 

never go unanswered as she researches deeply for every quest she uptakes. 

As a student, Annam was one of my best. As an educator, I have watched her become what she 

is, seen her talents and abilities not only in the classroom, but outside too. She stands distinct 

among other students when it comes to her interpersonal and academic writing skills.  

During her time at the institution, Annam started interning for a youth magazine Laaltain, where 

she picked up on serious writing, with topics ranging from entertainment, political and gender 
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studies. She moved on to a TV channel and as she graduated she finally became a reporter for a 

reputed Lahore based daily, Pakistan Today. 

Today, I am pleased that she has over a hundred published bylines. She continues to write for 

many reputed national and international publications including Media Matters for Democracy, 

Dawn and The Diplomat.  

As a doctoral scholar at the University of Canterbury in New Zealand, I understand the 

requirements of a highly competitive and advanced academic environment. Therefore, I 

confidently recommend Annam for a master’s degree under this program.  

Thank you once again for the opportunity to recommend an impressive young woman. 

 

Sincerely,  

 

Usman Shahid  

Doctoral Scholar, 

School of Language, Social & Political Sciences, 

University of Canterbury, New Zealand. 

Usman.shahid@pg.canterbury.ac.nz 
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